GRANDE COOKING
INNOVATION OVERVIEW

ODIN TILES + COVERINGS is proud to introduce our exclusive GRANDE COOKING innovation. This industry first (and Patent Pending) cooking
system has been developed and tested by our technical department; with the support of our manufacturers and suppliers. Available in various
design interpretations and colour tones, these advanced digital print porcelain stoneware panels have the aesthetic qualities and technical
characteristics for application directly over our custom-made ILVE induction cooktop devices. The superior functionality and benefits of induction
cooking, paired with the beauty and practicality of porcelain as a bench surface, combine to create the exciting future of home kitchens. Porcelain
stoneware is one of the most sophisticated and advanced architectural surfaces and is a market leader when it comes to care and maintenance.
THE TOP bench surface is impervious to all liquids, food and cooking products; therefore making it non-porous and importantly stain resistant.
Due to the premium surface glazings applied in the manufacturing process, no ongoing product treatments or sealing is required. THE TOP can
be maintained with mild detergent-based cleaners and does not attract dust or dirt, making it extremely hygienic and perfect for kitchen use.
The possibilities and advantages are endless with this innovation, with GRANDE COOKING’S unrivalled aesthetic beauty creating a seamless and
astonishing outcome for any home kitchen.
KITCHEN BENCH SURFACE
THE TOP - Available exclusively to GRANDE STONEWARE (Part of the ODIN GROUP)
INDUCTION COOKTOP
GRANDE COOKING ILVE induction cooktop models GC02, GC04 & GC05
Available exclusively to ODIN TILES + COVERINGS
COOKING PAD
GRANDE COOKING pad system - Available exclusively to ODIN TILES + COVERINGS
RECOMMENDED INDUCTION COOKWARE
SCANPAN cookware models Induction+, Impact, Coppernox & Fusion 5
IKEA cookware models 365+, Sensuell, Senior & Stil
CHASSEUR cookware models Classique & La Cruisson
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